Recent testing has confirmed what many industry professionals have known for years.

The PRECISION Apex 2000 Series is the most reliable exit device product available. Incorporating unmatched design and construction features, the PRECISION Apex 2000 Series exit devices have been the preferred products for many of the nation’s educational, healthcare, retail, transportation and hospitality facilities. Since 1946, architectural hardware consultants and facility managers have come to rely on the dependable performance of the PRECISION product offering.
PRECISION APEX 2000 SERIES

Universal Function
Stock Friendly/Field Reversible

Smooth Contour
No exposed fasteners

Low Profile End Caps
No Pinch Point/Garment Snags

Rubber Bumpers
Noise limited

True Architectural Finishes
Durable and Aesthetically Pleasing

Few Moving Components
Dependable Operation

Investment Cast Construction
Maximum protection against forced entry

PRECISION Exit Devices

PRECISION Hardware offers a comprehensive line of UL Listed and ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 exit devices for a variety of egress applications. PRECISION exit devices have a solid reputation for strength and reliability; all working mechanisms are encased in a heavy-duty solid brass, bronze, aluminum or stainless steel housing incorporating true architectural finishes.

During recent testing, the Apex 2100 rim type exit device successfully completed TEN MILLION operational cycles far exceeding the minimum 500,000 cycles required by Grade 1 standards. Prior to the initial testing and after each subsequent millionth cycle, a test audit was performed by an authorized UL inspector. In doing so, the Apex 2100 was confirmed to have maintained the necessary loaded and unloaded operational force requirements as defined in the ANSI/BHMA 156.3 Grade 1 test procedures.

Our continued commitment to providing the best quality builders hardware has been achieved through collaborative customer feedback and a continued commitment towards product improvement.

- BHMA Certified ANSI 156.3 Grade 1
- U.L. Listed 3 Hour Fire Label
- ADA Compliant
- True Architectural Finishes on Brass, Bronze, and Stainless Steel Base Materials
- Investment Cast Construction
- Vandal Resistant Lever Trim – No Lever Reset Required
- Multiple Functions and Styles with a Complete Range of Electro-Mechanical Features